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ABSTRACT

ons a o

quantum parameter a «(b A-gKp) where

Tricritical amplitude ratios have been calculated for a mixture of

weakly interacting fermions and bosons. The ratios axe characterized by a

Xg and b denote, respectively,

the Fermi momentum of the fermion component, the "boson thermal wavelength and

the scattering length associated with the fermion-boson interaction. To first

order in a, the results are formally the same as obtained by Fisher and

Earbach for a classical n-eomponent spin model in the limit n -+ »; to order
2

a they differ. It Is argued that non-observance of non-universal behaviour
3 kin He- He mixtures i s not inconsistent with the theoret ica l estimate

following from a. Better experimental accuracy in the determination of the

amplitude ra t ios nay exhibit non-universal behaviour.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tricritical behaviour of real systems deviates in qualitative respects

from the predictions of classical phenomenological theories even though

tr icr i t ical exponents have classical values. Fisher and Earbach have

defined, several amplitude ratios which have finite experimental values but

are identically zero in the classical theory. They have shown ' • ' that

these deviations can be understood in terms of an exact solution of a classical

n-compcnent spin model in the n -*• <° liirdt. The exact solution gives classical

exponents but non-zero values for the amplitude ratios which are, however.

characterized "by a non-universal parameter z «(a/H )" where 'a' denotes a

lattice spacing and R the range of the spin-spin interaction.
J

3) h)Recently, Goswami and the author ' have developed a theory of

tr icr i t ical behaviour in a mixture of weakly interacting bosons and fermions.

This theory reduces the system to an effective "boson Hamiltonian, The order

parameter in the theory is the boson field which is equivalent to a S-component

real order parameter. It is evidently of interest to investigate deviations

from the classical theory in this model.

The thermodynamics of the effective boson Hamiltonian has been discussed

in Hef.lt in the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation. This approximation gave

classical t r icr i t ica l exponents but a slope for the upper coexistence line

larger than that of the A-line in the x-T plane where x denotes the

fermion concentration. The amplitude ratio Q. connected with this deviation

from the classical theory was, however, not evaluated in the above paper because

the approximation was not good enough for a consistent treatment.

In this paper the formalism of Green's functions for a Bose system

is usea to calculate deviations from the classical theory. The problem is

reduced to the evaluation of two suitably defined self-energies r and r

which are calculated in a generalized H-F approximation. The amplitude ratios

are found to depend, on a quantum parameter a «(b /Kp*B) where K_, *g and

b denote, respectively, the Fermi momentum of the fermion component, the thermal

wavelength of the bosons and the scattering length associated with the fermion

boson interaction. To first order in a, which is assumed, to be a small

parameter in the theory, the results for the various ratios are the same as

found by Fisher and Sarbaeh for the n + » model provided one replaces a

by their z. To order ' a , however, our results differ from theirs.
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-The expression for c provides an estimate of the change in the values

of the various amplitude ratios of the mixture with change in pressure. In

the discussion in Sec. V it is contended that non-observance of any non-
3 h

universal "behaviour of the ratio 0 in He- He mixtures is not inconsistent

vith this estimate. More accurate measurements isay exhibit the theoretically

expected non-univ- rsal behaviour.

7}

On using the Bogolu'bov prescription to replace (tu/fv)

c-number M, H can he written in the form

z SW>Vv^ \i,D

where

(8)

II. FORMULATION IN TERMS OF GREEN FUNCTIONS

The e f fec t ive boson Hamiltonian derived in Ref.3 i s ( i n un i t s -fi = l )

c°

(9)

[2)

- - 2.

where C is a function of the free fermion density n and the free-boson

density n.' in the momentum interval \v>\> P , and

f; - U Oi _

— L
5_

6

A'^h:
+• u, u,.

0 ( U,,

-; V

(5)

(6)

Each q-suramation has an upper out-off p small cempared to the boson thermal
/ ^

momentum (
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Each q. summation excludes the point q_ = Q, and h.c. denotes the Hermitian

The thermo dynamic potential per unit volume (ft) associated with

H is given by

)
TO -

V (19)

fV (15)

where H' denotes the effective Hamiltonian without the symmetry breaking term.

The unknown quantity M; which we identify as the order-parameter of the

mixture, is determined by the requirement that fl be minimum with respect to

variations in H. Upon setting the f i rs t derivative of Si equal to zero,

one gets the equation of state

where * * denotes thermodynamie average calculated with the Hamiltonian H1.

Use of (7) in (16) gives

(20)

and we have used the fact that a l l the averages are real quantities.

I t is easy to see that r is a function of M only. The difference
between the thermodynamie potentials of the ordered phase (M t 0, h •* 0)
and normal phase (M •+ 0, h + 0, h/M ^ 0 ) at a given {T.WJ.UJ,) is thus given hy

j
where M̂  is determined by the equation of state (16). I t follows that at

given liv'or l O , the ordered phase and the normal phase can coexist along the
line given by

= 0 (22)

=, JM 'i

M
(IT) In the normal phase r ia simply the inverse susceptibil i ty. The

nX-line i s defined by

(23)

A knowledge of r thus suffices to obtain the equation of s t a t e , the coexistence

l ine , the susceptibility of the normal phase and the X-line of the system.

We introduce imaginary-time Green's functions of the system in the
5).usual manner'

(2k)

where

- 5 -

(18) {25)

-3 < T < g. The Fourier coefficients fi(q,,z) of these functions can

be written in terms of the irreducible normal and anomalous self energy parts

Z (q,z) and E (q,z). The expressions for the Fourier coefficients are
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(26)

(27)

(£8)

> -V\ -=• 0 > + I j 4 2

(29)

The diagrammatic analysis carried out In connection vith the Hugenholtz-Pines

theorem ' shows that

h. = I,, (o, (30)

an-A scheme for calculating r and hence ~ can "be set up as follows:
n dM

We separate out the (q,z) dependence of the E's by vriting

I, ( A , 2 ) - X,,(&,o> -V>. , I "V, 5) (31)

The approximate Green's functions obtained by ignoring x , x^ are

(32)

(33)

(31*)

-T-

(35)

(37)

The perturbation expansions of r and r in terms of the unperturbed
J> 0 5 0 n s

propagators ^f and H provide equations for determining both the quantities.

Finally, we note that the boson density n. Is given by

(38)

where n ' i s given by (19) . On using the approximate Green's functions (33)

and (3U), one finds for n' and y

t-

(1*0)

The fermlon dens i ty n i s given by

V s
Upon evaluat ing the de r iva t ive one finds an expression for n , s imi la r t o t h e

right-hand s ide of E q . ( l 8 ) .



I I I . " GENERALIZED HAR1KSE-F0CK APPROXIMATION

t>

An approximate equation for r can be obtained from (lS) by
fartorizing the averages appearing on xhe right-hand side. In the weak
interactloi •. vprcxiaation, on_ly averages involving four operators contribute.
They can 1 . torlzed as follows:

resulting expression for ^ i s

_ / / /

r ( 2.UU

V

S

(1*2)

S

(1*1.)

An approximation to r
g i s obtained by retaining only the flrat-order graphs

shown in Fig. 1. We find

t

+. j

- 9 -

Close to a tr icri t ical point, toth rn and r^ will be small quantities. We
therefore use for n1 ma y their approximate forms for small (rn,rg))Viz.

" ' 0

v -

In f -,-
/2 (1*8)

a,(T) ^ TT
(1*9)

In terms of the new variables

(50)

(51)

i. — M
(52)

the equations for r and r assume the formn s

(53)

(3*4 i-5-*.*-) ( t^+a^
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V
'L, ) > O

(60)

where

+- 5"v

(55)

(61)

and a is a dimensionless parameter given by

(56)

(57)

The exact solution of Eqs.(53) and (51*) for b does not correspond
n 1/2 p

to a stable thermodynamic potential in the ordered phase. If b = g(m )

is such a solution, one easily finds from Eqs.(50) and (IT) that (32tJ'/3M2)

is zero at the stationary point given by 3£2'/3M = 0. Such d i f f icu l t ies with

the use of perturbation expansions near c r i t i c a l points are well known.

Meaningful resul ts are obtained only i f the perturbative equations are

handled i te ra t ive ly ' . The i t e ra t ive solution of (53), (5^) is obtained

by t reat ing o as a small parameter. One gets

k*- (ai ) - a (
(58)

)

For the normal phase the condition of stability is

(62)

which i s meaningful provided a' > 0. According to (23), and keeping in mind

(60), the equation of the X-line is

(63)

The end point of the X-line, viz .

defines the t r i e r i t i c a l point (TCP)

In the ordered phase, the order parameter is determined by set t ing
2

~b eq.ual to zero in Eq..(58). For small a, m , i s given ty

(65)

)

Upon calculating (3 ti'/SM2) one finds that the thermodynamic potential in

the ordered phase is minimum provided

l
(66)

where m2 is the Landau theory solution obtained by replacing a^ by a^ in

(65). It is easy to see that, at a fixed v-h, m exists in the region a^O
2

in the u - T plane provided a£<0. In the region a^O, m exists provided

a'<aj\ It follows that in the region a^O, the normal phase and the ordered

phase overlap in the domain 0<a.£<a^. The relative stability of the tvo phases

-11- -12-



in this domain is determined hy calculating the difference of thermodynamic

potentials. Equations(21),(58) and (65) give

?li-

2? lit I
- &« (I-1 -•*.

(67)

where x = a.^% *&& t n e subscripts D and N refer,respectively,,to the
ordered phase and the normal phase. . Examination of this expression shovs that

< JI.

O<

(68}

(69)

(TO)

The coexistence ii n e is thus

/ X.
(71)

The order parameter on the coexistence line (ct) has the value

(72)

IV. TRICBITICAL AMPLITUDE RATIOS

For the normal phase of the mixture, E^a.(58) and (59) reduce to the

HF approximation discussed In Hef.1*. The tricritical exponents associated

with the normal phase consequently remain unchanged in the approximation

introduced in Sec. III. For the ordered phase, Eqs,(58) and (59) differ from

the HF equation of state and the HF self-energy ^ (c .f .Eqs. (1+7), C*8) of

Ref.it) in respect of terms containing the parameter a. As will be seen below,

-13-

these terms ao not affect the trierltieal exponents associated with the

ordered phase. They contribute only to the amplitudes associated with the power

laws which describe tricritical behaviour.

As an example, we consider the amplitudes G. defined by the following
2)

relations : f

&u. on

-r
(73)

(Tit)

where x denotes the fermion concentration given t)y

(75)

and ucJl/Jlci denotes upper/lower coexistence line in the x-T plane. Hear the

TCP, we can write

(76)

(77)

where n^ Q, n denote the regular parts of n^, n^ and n^ ^ n^ j go to

zero at the TCP. For small deviations from the TCP, Eq.(75) gives

(78)

(79)

(80)
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The suffix t denotes values at the TCP. I t follows that

(81)

In the ordered phase, we ottdin from Eq.s.(59), (65) and (71)

- y \
H

+f Jill!?,;

I
- C,

when D, as before, refers to. the ordered phase. The same equation will give

the derivative on the uci. if D is replaced fcy IT. Equations (38), (39) give

(83)

while from (Ul) we find

where

O5)

It is thus sufficient to confine attention to n̂  only. The expressions

for a' and a, staow that "both the quantities are regular funtions of 1

and (J at the TCP. For small deviations, one can write

W K (86)

(87)

In the normal phase, Eq..(62) for 15 gives

ITS

On the coexistence l ine, [a. | is proportional to (T -T) as follows from Eq3.(7l),(86)

and (87). The exponent TA defined through Eqs.(73) and (71+) is thus unity as

in the HS1 approximation. The ratio Q̂  of the amplitudes G+ and G_ is

(90)

2)
In a similar fashion one can find the ratio Q , related to the

deviation of the slope of the upper coexistence line from the X-line. The

result is

(91)

For the ratios Q and Q of the amplitudes B+ and C+ defined by

ve find

= OC (92)

-15-
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V. DISCUE5I0JJ

The antlitude ratios defined in Sec.IV were first calculated by
2)Fisher and Sarbach for a classical n-component spin model in the limit

n •+ ». Their results showed that they were functions of a non-universal

parameter

' 2 = k. f a
(93)

where a and PL denote the lattice constant and the range of the exchange

interaction, and J , U, and V, are measures, respectively, of the exchange

interaction, the 5 interactions and the S interaction; b i6 a pure

number. The ratios calculated in-Sec. IVon the other hand depend upon the

parameter a which is fully determined by Eqs.(6) and (49). In the high density

feraion limit, a can be written as

* * { * x 1
A f t 1X"

(9h)

fet
where b denotes the scattering amplitude associated with the ferrlon-tioson

interaction, X the boson de Broglie wavelength at temperature T andnt t
(m u )l/2 the fermion de Broglie wavelength at energy V-., • In

contrast with z, a is a dimensionless quantum mechanical parameter. Thus when

non-universality manifests itself, the classical cr quantum nature of the system

becomes important. There is nevertheless a formal similarity between the

results of See.IV and the results obtained in the spherical model limit.

Comparison shows that, to first order in a, the amplitude ratios calculated

in Sec-IV are the same as in the n •+ °» limit if one replaces a by z. This
2

similarity, however, does not extend to terms of order a .

The expression (95) for a gives an estimate of the non-universal

behaviour one might expect in He- He mixtures. If we assume the scattering

length b to be a fixed quantity, the relative change in a with pressure,

for example, should be essentially the same as the relative change in the

tr icr i t ical temperature T . The data of Leiderer and Bosch on the effect

of pressure on t r ier i t ical properties of He- He mixtures indicates a change

of about lk% in T when the pressure is raised frpm saturated vapour

pressure to 22.6 bars. We shauld therefore expect a change of about the

same magnitude in the various amplitude ratios. The values of Q^, particularly

that at the elevated pressure, found by the above authors, however, have

an uncertainty of about 30^. Their conclusion about non-observance of any

-17-

non-universal 'behaviour is therefore not inconsistent with the theoretically

expected change in Q-̂ - A better accuracy in the experimental determination

of the various amplitude ratios may exhibit the expected non-universability.

Finally, i t seems important to call attention to a weak point of the

theory presented in this paper, viz, the iterature procedure adopted in

Sec.Ill to obtain meaningful solutions for b and t^. Since b^ by

definition is (Su^Bfl'/SH ), what the iterative procedure means is that one

should solve Eq.s. (53) and (51*) treating a as the only small parameter

before setting 3n'/3M equal to zero to obtain the equation of state for the

ordered phase. The experimental fact that the various amplitude ratios are

small quantities (xO.l) is consistent with the assumption of a small a

but does not provide Justification for obtaining the equation of state by

iteration.

The effect of logarithmic corrections expected in 3 dimensions on the

various ratios calculated in this paper remains an open question. In the case
12)of the classical n-vector model, Stephen has pointed out that in the

asymptotic critical region where logarithmic factors dominate, the ratios

EL , Q5 and Q approach zero provided that n is finite. The critical

region, however, has not been seen experimentally.
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Fig. 1 First-order graphs contributing to r . The graphs arise

from the parts V , V̂  and Vg of the Hamlltonian,
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